MINUTES OF THE GURNEE
BLUE RIBBON COMMISSION
GURNEE VILLAGE HALL
May 9, 2017
Richard McFarlane called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
Call to Order

Others in Attendance

Jack Linehan, Village of Gurnee

PRESENT:
Roll Call

Bruno, Mason
ABSENT:

A.

PUBLIC COMMENT

B.

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES

C.

Discussion of
Updated
Priorities

6 –Seebach, Kuruvilla, Shuppert, McFarlane,

1- Hill

Discussion of Appril 11, 2017 Minutes
1.

Moved by Seebach

2.

Second by Kuruvilla

3.

Approved 6-0

A.

Committee discussed the goal of making the plan a
model design for other communities to follow.

B.

Seebach pointed out that the project descriptions still
needed refinement. The committee worked through the
language to add some of the details. Seebach offered to
take home the project descriptions and provide the
committee an updated version. Bruno offered to review
the updated version.

C.

It was discussed uploading the map to list description,
and then location.

D.

Linehan shared that the final deliverable would be in two
parts. The first part would be a PDF map in the short
term of the recommended routes, and the second part
would be an interactive web map that will allow residents
and visitors to click on the various projects and find
descriptions, pictures, and other project details.

The group discussed the recommendations from Chair McFarlane.
A primary topic of consideration was the 1994 Walkability Plan,

D. Review of Chair McFarlane’s
Report and Charlie William’s
Report

and how the committee wanted to try to incorporate that plan in to
the Village’s primary plan. Kuruvilla recommended that we do not
redesign the 1994 plan, but instead compare the 1994 plan to our
finalized plan to see if there is anything that was missed.
The committee reviewed the recommendations from 1994, and
recommended to stick with the current proposal.

It was determined that the presentation to the Village Board would
be on the July 31st, 2017 Committee of the Whole Meeting.

E.

Discussion of Report to the
Village Board

Discussion of the presentation type would be discussed at the
next meeting
The next meeting was scheduled for Tuesday, June 13th, 2017

F. Next Meeting

Adjournment: 8:4 p.m. Motion by Kuruvilla 2nd by Bruno

